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Abstract

The GHap R package was designed to call haplotypes from phased marker data. Given user-

defined haplotype blocks (HapBlock), the package identifies the different haplotype alleles

(HapAllele) present in the data and scores sample haplotype allele genotypes (HapGenotype)

based on HapAllele dose (i.e. 0, 1 or 2 copies). The output is not only useful for analyses that can

handle multi-allelic markers, but is also conveniently formatted for existing pipelines intended for

bi-allelic markers.

Availability and implementation: https://cran.r-project.org/package¼GHap

Contact: ytutsunomiya@gmail.com

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

The use of high-density marker panels in genomics relies on the con-

cept of linkage disequilibrium (LD) and tagging, such that informa-

tion from unobserved variants can be indirectly captured by

correlation with nearby markers (Bush and Moore, 2012). Methods

for genomic analysis are usually based on single markers, ignoring

that unobserved variants may be better modeled by the use of phase

information (Browning and Browning, 2008). Moreover, the need

for tools to perform haplotype calls from phased data has been

underserved in spite of the growing interest in haplotype-based ana-

lyses in the last years. Here we describe GHap, an R package de-

signed to call haplotypes from phased data. The goal of GHap is to

compute summary statistics for haplotype blocks (HapBlock)

and haplotype alleles (HapAllele), as well as to construct a matrix of

haplotype genotypes (HapGenotype). As a general framework,

each HapAllele can be treated as a pseudo-marker in down-

stream analyses, facilitating the incorporation of phase information

in existing pipelines. This approach differs from competing

methods as it uses HapAllele as markers, instead of hidden haplo-

type states generated by expectation maximization or hidden

Markov models.

2 Implementation

2.1 Loading and manipulating data
The GHap input format is described in the online supplementary in

formation and can be derived from popular phasing programs such

as SHAPEIT2 (O’Connell et al., 2014). GHap assumes that family

information, if applicable, has been taken into account during phas-

ing. As GHap assumes known phase, low quality phasing will dir-

ectly impact the reliability of haplotype calls. The phased data is

loaded using ghap.loadphase(). The ghap.maf() function can be used

to identify markers with low polymorphic information content. The

ghap.subsetphase() function subsets the data by inactivating
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specified samples and markers, while ghap.mergephase() combines

different phased data. The data can be exported using ghap.

outphase().

2.2 Genome-wide haplotyping procedure
Let a HapBlock be a user-defined set of adjacent markers and the

haplotype library (HapLibrary) be the collection of observed

HapAlleles for that HapBlock. The haplotyping procedure imple-

mented in the ghap.haplotyping() function is straightforward: each

HapAllele in the HapLibrary is treated as a marker, and

HapGenotypes are scored as 0, 1 or 2 allele copies (for more informa-

tion see online supplementary information). HapGenotypes can then

be loaded into R using ghap.loadhaplo() and manipulated with ghap.-

subsethaplo() and ghap.mergehaplo(), or exported to text file and the

transposed format from PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) with ghap.ou-

thaplo() and ghap.hap2tped(), respectively. Typically, the user may

want to target a specific HapBlock based on prior information (e.g.

pre-computed LD blocks). We also provide an alternative approach

through the ghap.blockgen() function, which allows the user to spe-

cify arbitrary windows and step size based on markers or segments.

2.3 Haplotype statistics and auxiliary functions
The ghap.hapstats() function computes a series of summary statistics

for HapAlleles, which includes: number of observations, frequency,

observed number of homozygotes and heterozygotes, expected num-

ber of homozygotes and three different measures of deviations from

Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium. We also implemented a series of auxil-

iary functions, namely ghap.blockstats(), ghap.fst(), ghap.ancestral(),

ghap.kinship(), ghap.pca(), ghap.blmm(), ghap.assoc(), ghap.blup()

and ghap.simpheno, to estimate block expected heterozygosity and

number of HapAlleles, haplotype-based FST, HapAllele origin, rela-

tionship matrices, principal components, linear mixed models, associ-

ation analyses, Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (BLUP) and simulate

phenotypes, respectively. Additionally, given a vector of arbitrary

scores for HapAlleles, the ghap.profile() function allows for comput-

ing individual profiles as sum(HapGenotypes*scores).

3 Examples

We tested GHap using reference phased data available at the

IMPUTE2 (Howie et al., 2009) software website (https://mathgen.

stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/impute_v2.html#reference). These data derive

from the HapMap Project Phase 3 (Altshuler et al., 2010), and com-

prise 1011 subjects from 11 human populations and 20 000 random

SNPs mapping to chromosome 2. This dataset is available through

the ghap.makefile() function. Benchmarking of the main tasks

showed that elapse time scaled linearly with increasing number of

samples and markers in a trial up to 100 000 SNPs and 50 000 sub-

jects (online supplementary information). We performed three ana-

lyses: (i) Principal Components Analysis (PCA); (ii) detection of

divergent loci between Chinese and Europeans and (iii) mixed model

association analysis with phenotypes simulated based on the real

genotypes. Similar analyses can be done following the package docu-

mentation. Although based on a small example set of markers in a

single chromosome, the haplotype calls generated by GHap resolved

the known genetic structure in the HapMap dataset (Fig. 1A) . The

haplotype-based FST analysis (Fig. 1B) identified a previously re-

ported signature of selection in Chinese encompassing EDAR

(Sabeti et al., 2007), with the top scoring HapBlock mapping to its

intragenic region. Finally, the association analysis (Fig. 1C) effi-

ciently pinpointed the HapAllele segregating with the simulated

causal variant.

4 Conclusion

The GHap package provides means for haplotype calling, facilitat-

ing the incorporation of phase information in genome-wide ana-

lyses. The package is available at: https://cran.r-project.org/

package¼GHap.
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Fig. 1. Examples of applications of the GHap package with Human HapMap Project Phase 3 data. Analyses were based on HapBlocks of 10 markers with overlaps

of 5 markers between consecutive blocks. (A) Clustering of subjects based on a PCA of the HapAllele relationship matrix. (B) Haplotype-based FST for Chinese x

European. (C) Mixed model association analysis using simulated phenotypes. The vertical grey line marks the position of the simulated causal nucleotide, and

the horizontal dashed line marks the Bonferroni significance threshold (P< 2.73 � 10�6) (Color version of this figure is available at Bioinformatics online.)
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